Quarter 2—Real or Imagined?
Two-Column Notes from “Green” literature textbook: pg. 620-623

Introduction
*Writers hope to stir __________ with their work.
*Emotions can produce the _________ or ___________ in a piece of writing.
*Mood may shift, but ________ mood usually prevails.
*____________ affects the mood dramatically.
*Tone describes the writer’s ___________ toward his or her _____________.
*How do mood and tone differ?__________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Mood
*The writer may carefully select __________ such as ___________ __________, __________, ____________, and ___________ to create a mood.
*The writer may also rely on ___________ and ___________ of words to convey mood.
*May also use _________________ to create mood
*Symbol:___________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Mood: Answer the “Your Turn” question._______________________________
Your Turn
________________________________________________________________________

Tone
*Tone:______________________________________________________
*The ___________ and ___________ the writer chooses to describe the ___________, ___________, and ___________ help to create the _____________.
*Tone often reflects the ___________ _____________.

Tone: Answer the “Your Turn” question._______________________________
Your Turn
________________________________________________________________________

Visualizing
Three strategies:
1.________________________________________________________
2.________________________________________________________
3.________________________________________________________